As scientific communities grow and evolve, there is a high demand for improved methods for finding relevant papers, comparing papers on similar topics and studying trends in the research community. All these tasks involve the common problem of extracting structured information from scientific articles. In this paper, we propose a novel, scalable, semi-supervised method for extracting relevant structured information from the vast available raw scientific literature. We extract the fundamental concepts of aim, method and result from scientific articles and use them to construct a knowledge graph. Our algorithm makes use of domain-based word embedding and the bootstrap framework. Our experiments show the domain independence of our algorithm and that our system achieves precision and recall comparable to the state of the art. We also show the research trends of two distinct communities -computational linguistics and computer vision.
Introduction
With the tremendous amount of research publications available online, there is an increasing demand to automatically process this information to facilitate easy navigation through this enormous literature for researchers. Whenever researchers start working on a problem, they are interested to know if the problem has been solved previously, methods used to solve this problem, the importance of the problem and the applications of that problem. This leads to the requirement of finding automatic ways of extracting such structured information from the vast available raw scientific literature which can help summarize the research paper as well as the research community and can help in finding relevant papers. Organizing scientific information into structured knowledge bases requires information extraction (IE) about scientific entities and their relationships. However, the challenges associated with scientific information extraction are greater than for a general domain. General methods of information extraction cannot be applied to research papers due to their semistructured nature and also the new and unique terminologies used in them. Secondly, annotation of scientific text requires domain expertise which makes annotation costly and limits resources.
There is a considerable amount of previous and ongoing work in this direction, starting from keyword extraction (Kim et al., 2010) (Gollapalli and Caragea, 2014) and textual summarization (Jaidka et al., 2018) . Other research has focused on unsupervised approaches such as bootstrapping (Tsai et al., 2013) (Gupta and Manning, 2011) , where they introduced hand-designed templates to extract scientific keyphrases and categorize them into different concepts, and then more templates are added automatically through bootstrapping. Hand-designed templates limit their generalization to all the different domains present within the scientific literature. A recent challenge on Scientific Information Extraction (ScienceIE) (Augenstein et al., 2017) provided a dataset consisting of 500 scientific paragraphs with keyphrase annotations for three categories: TASK, PROCESS, MA-TERIAL across three scientific domains, Computer Science, Material Science, and Physics. This invited many supervised and semi-supervised techniques in this field. Although all these techniques can help extract important concepts of a research paper in a particular domain, we need more general and scalable methods which can summarize the complete research community.
In this work, we propose a new technique to extract key concepts from the research publications. Our main insight is that a paper cites another paper either for its aim, or method, or result. Therefore, key contribution of paper in the research community can be best summarized by its aim, the method used to solve the problem and the final result. We define these concepts as: Aim: Target or primary focus of the paper. Method: Techniques used to achieve the aim. Result: well-defined output of the experiments or contribution which can be directly used by the research community.
Example: "The support-vector network (Result) is a new learning machine for two-group classification (Aim) problems. The machine conceptually implements the following idea: input vectors are non-linearly mapped to a very highdimension feature space (Method). In this feature space, a linear decision surface is constructed."
We extract these concepts from Title, Abstract and Citation Contexts of a research paper. These sections can be accurately automatically extracted from research papers. Title and Abstract work as a short and to the point summary of work done in the paper. They are an essential place to find the exact phrases for these concepts without the introduction of too much noise. Citation context is the text around the citation marker. This text serves as "micro summaries" of a cited paper and phrases in this text are important candidates for aim, method or result of the cited paper. We combine data mining and natural language techniques to solve the problem scalably in a semi-supervised manner. Graph representations like knowledge graph that link the information of a large body of publications can reveal patterns and lead to the discovery of new information that would not be apparent from the analysis of just one publication. Analysis on top of these representations can lead to new scientific insights and discovery of trends in a research area. They can also facilitate some other tasks like assigning reviewers, recommending relevant papers or improving scientific search engines. Therefore, we propose to build graphical representation by extracting phrases representing the concepts Aim, Method and Result from scientific publications. We introduce these phrases as additional nodes and connect them to their corresponding paper nodes in the citation graph. We argue that the citation network is an integral part of scientific knowledge graph and the proposed representation can adequately summarize the research community. Proposed graph is shown in Figure 1 .
Contributions: Our key contributions are: (i) We propose a novel, scalable, semi-supervised and domain-independent method for extracting concepts, aim, method and result from the vast available raw scientific literature by using domain- based word embeddings and data mining techniques. Our approach also takes Citation Context into account apart from Title and Abstract on which most of the work relied till now. (ii) We experimentally validate our approach and show statistically significant improvements over existing state-of-the-art models. (iii) We show how the extracted concepts and the available citation graph can be used to represent the research community as a knowledge graph. (iv) We demonstrate our method on a large multi-domain dataset built with the help of DBLP citation network. Our dataset consists of 332,793 papers and 1,508,560 links between them. (v) We present a case study on the computational linguistics community and computer vision community using the three concepts extracted from its articles, for verifying the results of our system and for showing domain independence of our approach.
Our research background, hypothesis, and motivation were presented in this section. In the following section, we describe proposed approach in detail. Finally, we present our datasets, experiments, and results and briefly summarize state-ofthe-art approaches before concluding the paper.
Approach

Concept Extraction
Problem Definition: Given a target document d, the objective of the concept extraction task is to extract a list of words or phrases which best represent the aim, method and result of document d. Prior work has solved the problem of extracting keyphrases and relations between them as a sequence labelling task. However, due to the nonavailability of large annotated data for this purpose limits this approach. Also this approach does not take advantage of the fact that more than 96 percent of phrases that form aim, method and result are noun phrases (Augenstein et al., 2017 ). Since we already have a defined set of candidates for the key phrases, we attempt this problem as multiclass classification problem. Given a document, we classify its phrases as Aim, Method, Result. Our approach is built on the observation that the semantics of the sentence of document d containing a phrase belonging to any of the concept type is similar across research papers. To capture this semantic similarity, we use k nearest neighbour classifier on top of state-of-the-art (Devlin et al., 2018) domain based word embeddings. We start by extracting features from a small set of annotated examples and used bootstrapping (Gupta and Manning, 2014) for extracting new features from unlabeled dataset. Figure 2 shows our pipeline. Following are some of the terminologies which will be used throughout the paper that follows:
• Candidate phrases: Phrases present in the target document d which will be considered for labeling. Context Vectors which is being used as features to label candidate phrases.
• Feature Score: Each feature vector has an associated feature score between 0 and 1 that represents the confidence of it being a representative of the class. Seed features have a feature score of 1.
• Support Score of candidate phrase p for class c: Every phrase is assigned a support score for all classes that represents the confidence that the phrase belongs to that class. Seed Feature Extraction: In this step, we extract features for each of the concept type using the small set of annotated examples. For each concept mention in the annotated examples, we construct left context vector lcv and right context vector rcv. These lcv and rcv then form part of the features for the class to which concept mention belongs to. Phrase embeddings are generated using pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) fine-tuned on DBLP research papers dataset. Details of BERT training and datasets used for seed feature extraction are given in the Experiments Section. Candidate Phrase Extraction: To limit the search space of phrases, we propose to use noun phrases present in the Title and Abstract of document d as candidate phrases. For citation contexts, named entities form a better set of candidates as shown by (Ganguly and Pudi, 2016) . However different named entities can be linked to different papers cited in the same citation context. So it becomes essential to first identify which entity e corresponds to which cited paper cp and then use the proposed algorithm to classify e as aim/method/result for the corresponding paper cp. For the above purpose, we use entity-citation linking algorithm (Ganguly and Pudi, 2016) . The matching function iterates over entities and citations to get their closeness score. After the scoring step, a two-step pruning is performed. It first takes all the citations and keeps a list of the closest entity per citation. Then it takes the remaining entities and keeps only the closest citations per entity. Finally, we get a list of tuples where each element contains a unique entity matched with its citation. Only the entities which are present in this list of tuples are considered as candidate phrases. Labeling Candidate Phrases: For labeling candidates in iteration i, we use k-NN. The algorithm for labeling candidate phrases is presented in Algorithm 1. from the feature vectors that are atmax distance r. Let the nearest neigbours corresponding to lcv be lnn or left nearest neighbours and rcv be rnn or right nearest neighbours. 4. If the size of both lnn and rnn is less than the minimum number of neighbours required for classification k then the phrase can not be labeled in this iteration and we move to the next phrase. 5. Else we take k nearest neighbours for both the lcv and rcv and the support score of the phrase for class c is calculated as follows :
6. Then the predicted class for phrase p is arg max c supportScore(p, c).
Finally after T iterations, unlabeled candidate phrases are discarded. Extraction of new features: For each phrase p assigned class c in any of the iterations, we generate context vectors lcv and rcv. We define the feature score corresponding to the context vectors of phrase p labeled as class c as:
For each class, the context vectors are sorted based on their feature score and top 5000 are taken as feature vectors.
Final Selection: For each document, we take top t phrases (based on their supportScore) for each class as the final output of our system.
Graph Construction
Graph definition: We build a graphical representation by using the extracted concepts and citation graph. Our graph has the following types of nodes and edges: Paper nodes: These are the original paper nodes in the citation graph. Each paper node has metadata related to the paper like dblp id, title, authors, conference, year of publication. Entity nodes: These nodes are the phrases extracted in the concept extraction step. Cited by relation: A cited by relation is defined between paper nodes p i and p j if paper p i has cited p j . Aim relation: Aim relation is defined between a paper node p i and entity node e i if e i was extracted as aim concept for p i . Method relation: A method relation is defined between a paper node p i and entity node e i if e i was extracted as method concept for p i .
Result relation: A result relation is defined between a paper node p i and entity node e i if e i was extracted as a result concept for p i .
Construction of Graph:
A major challenge in the construction of graph using phrases extracted in concept extraction step is merging of phrases with the same meaning. For the purpose of entity node merging, we do the following: 1. We group the papers according to the conference in which they were published. Then ∀ papers in the same group, we cluster their extracted phrases by running DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) over vector space representations of these phrases. The clusters are created based on lexical similarity which is captured by cosine distance between phrase embeddings. The intuition behind clustering phrases conference wise is that the research papers in a conference have same domain and thus phrases with high lexical similarity belonging to a particular conference are much more likely to mean the same as compared to phrases across conferences. This helps to avoid error as in the example : 'real time intrusion detection' in security domain and 'real time object detection' in computer vision domain are very different from each other but they may be clustered together by DBSCAN algorithm based on lexical similarity if DBSCAN is run on all the papers in the dataset at once. 2. Clusters merging across conferences: A cluster i belonging to conference c 1 and a cluster j belonging to conference c 2 are merged if they have any common phrase. This is done to capture the fact that there can be more than one conference on same domain and hence some of their clusters should be merged if they correspond to same term or phrase. For example, both NAACL and ACL have papers on machine translation and therefore the individual clusters of these conferences corresponding to machine translation should be merged.
Finally we get clusters such that phrases in each cluster have the same meaning. We add only one entity node to the graph for each cluster. We define the relation type between a paper node and an entity node based on the label of the entity (phrase inside the entity node) for the corresponding paper as identified in Concept Extraction step.
Experimental Setup
Dataset Creation: All the experiments were conducted on DBLP Citation Network (version 7) dataset. This dataset is an extensive collection of computer science papers. DBLP only provides citation-link information, abstract, and paper titles. For the full text of these papers, we use the same dataset as have been used by (Ganguly and Pudi, 2017 ). This dataset is partly noisy with some duplicate paper information, and there is a lack of unique one-to-one mapping from the DBLP paper ids to the actual text of that paper. During the creation of our final dataset, we either pruned out ambiguous papers or manually resolved the conflicts. We came up with a final set of 465,355 papers from the DBLP corpus for which we have full text available. Since we need papers that are connected via citation relations, we prune our dataset by taking only the largest connected component in the citation network while considering the links to be bidirectional. We get 332,793 papers having 1,508,560 citation links. For extraction of citation context, we used Parscit (Prasad et al., 2018) . For the papers for which abstract was not available in the DBLP dataset, we use the one extracted by Parscit.
Phrase embeddings: For vector representation of a phrase, we use BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding as proposed in (Devlin et al., 2018) . We use the pre-trained model BERT-Base, Uncased: 12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M parameters available publically. We fine tune the model on our DBLP research paper dataset. Complete text of papers after cleaning has been used for the purpose of fine tuning. The model is fined tuned on total of 20970300 sentences with max sequence length as 128 and learning rate as 2 × 10 −5 . For generating the phrase embedding we use second last layer as the pooling layer with pooling strategy as reduced mean.
Concept Extraction: (a) For the purpose of seed feature generation we use the following two publicly available datasets : (i) SemEval 2017 Task 10 dataset (Augenstein et al., 2017) : It contains 500 scientific paragraphs from physics, material science and computer science domain, each marked with keyphrases and each keyphrase is labelled as TASK, PROCESS and MATERIAL. The concepts of TASK and PROCESS in this dataset closely relates to our definition of AIM and METHOD. This complete dataset is used for seed feature extraction.
(ii) Gupta and Manning(2011) introduced a dataset of titles and abstracts of 474 research publications from ACL Anthology annotated with phrases corresponding to FOCUS, TECHNIQUE and DOMAIN. Their definitions of FOCUS and TECHNIQUE closely relate to our definitions of AIM and METHOD respectively. We divided this data into two parts-one is used as training data for seed features extraction having 277 papers and another as test data for evaluation purposes having 197 papers. These two datasets helped to build seed features for AIM and METHOD category. We removed the papers from SemEval dataset which overlapped with (Gupta and Manning, 2011) . For RESULT, we manually annotated titles and abstracts of 100 research publications in computer science domain.
(b) While generating vector encoding for context phrases, we limit the length of the context phrase to 25 in-order to handle very long sentences. We used cosine distance to measure distance between vector representation of the phrases.
(c) It may be possible that there are more than one concept mention in a sentence. To nullify the effect of other concept mentions, we generated the seed features list in two ways:
• Take the left context phrase and right context phrase and generate their vector representation. This is called as unmasked feature list.
• (e) We experimented with different values of distance r and k. We observed that in general precision increases with increase in value of k and recall increases with decrease in value of r. Evaluation: For evaluating our results, we use the labeled dataset made available by (Gupta and Manning, 2011) . We used 197 out of 474 papers for evaluation purpose. We calculate precision, recall and f1 score for each class. However, as Result phrases were not annotated in that dataset, we could evaluate only for Aim and Method. We compare our proposed approach with (Tsai et al., 2013) which ran the bootstrapping algorithm for a similar problem but used n-gram based features. They reported results for ACL Anthopology Network(AAN) Corpus (Radev et al., 2013) . We ran their algorithm on our dataset with parameter tuning as mentioned by them.
Results and Discussion
Concept Extraction
We got the best results for parameter values, r = 0.65 and k = 60. Our bootstrapping algorithm Approach f1 score precision recall GM (2011) 30.5 46.7 36.9 (Tsai et al., 2013) Approach f1 score precision recall (Tsai et al., 2013) Approach f1 score precision recall (Tsai et al., 2013) gave output for 332,242 out of 332,793 papers. In Table 1 , we report the top five scores for Aim for different parameters. Top ten scores for both aim and method concept were given by unmasked feature list. Therefore mask feature list results have not been shown. In Table 2 we report the top five scores for Method on different parameters. Table  3 and 4 compares our scores with that of (Gupta and Manning, 2011) and (Tsai et al., 2013) . Table  5 compares our scores with the score computed for (Tsai et al., 2013 ) approach on our dataset. Our proposed algorithm was able to extract phrases from scientific articles in a large dataset in semi-supervised manner with f1 score comparable to the state-of-the-art. Our f1 score was lower as compared to (Gupta and Manning, 2011) (Tsai et al., 2013) . However, our recall was consistently higher. Our precision was perhaps low as we were considering only the noun phrases whereas such limitation was not there while annotating the test corpus. They (Gupta and Manning, 2011) (Tsai et al., 2013) used hand crafted features for AAN Corpus whereas our features were extracted algorithmically starting from a small annotated dataset containing multiple domains such as physics, material science and computer science. Table 5 shows the scalability of our approach. Tsai et al. (2013) bootstrapping algorithm could not give a decent score when ran on our multi-domain dataset because phrases could not be extracted for most of the papers.
Graph Construction
Total number of unique phrases produced by the proposed algorithm are 565,031. Using DB-SCAN we form 63,638 clusters having 266,015 phrases. Our final graph contains 332,242 paper nodes, 362654 entity nodes, 483899 aim relations, 982396 relations and 661 result relations. We store our graph in Neo4j database (Webber and Robinson, 2018) . A small sample from our constructed graph is shown in figure 3 . We can see that result relations are quite few as compared to method and aim relations. This is mainly because of less number of seed features for Result due to less annotated data as compared to Aim and Method. The constructed graph can summarize the research community in the following way: (i) All the papers on a particular topic can be accessed by just finding the entity node corresponding to the topic in the graph. The associated papers can also be differentiated on the basis of whether the topic appears as aim or method or result in the paper. This can also help in academic search and recommendation.
(ii) A field can be summarized by finding all the methods used in the field and applications of field by finding all the aims where the field has been used as method.
(iii) Trend Analysis, conference proceedings summarization, or summarization of a particular author's work can be done using the meta data in the paper node. Neo4j provides interface for all kind of queries required for the above applications. The queries are out of scope of this paper.
Trend Analysis
We studied the field of computational linguistics and computer vision. Computational Linguistics: We studied the growth and decline of following topics on the basis of relative number of papers published on each topic over a period of years: summarization, word sense disambiguation and machine translation. Papers are included from NAACL and ACL conferences from 1990 to 2012. Figure 4 and 6 show an example of trends as extracted from our constructed knowledge graph. Figure 6 shows transition of a topic from aim to method concept in the domain.
Computer Vision: We studied the growth and decline of following topics on the basis of relative number of papers published each topic over a period of years: human pose detection, image segmentation and 3d reconstruction. Papers are included from CVPR, ECCV, ICCV and ICPR conferences from 1990 to 2012. Figure 5 and 7 show an example of trends as extracted from our constructed knowledge graph. Figure 7 shows transition of a topic from aim to method concept in the domain.
Meaningful results in the analysis for both the communities show the scalability and domain independence of our approach.
Related Work
There has been growing interest in studying automatic methods of information extraction from scientific articles. Our work maps to mainly two types of problems -Extracting keyphrases, concepts, and relations between them and extracting structured information in the form of knowledge graph from scientific literature. Keyphrase extraction specifically from scientific articles started with SemEval 2010 Task 5 (Kim et al., 2010) which was focused on automatic keyphrase extraction from scientific articles and prepared a dataset of 284 articles marked with keyphrases. Gollapalli and Caragea (2014) studied the keyphrase extraction problem in an unsupervised setting. They extracted candidates from the title, abstracts and citation contexts and used Page Rank (PAGE, 1998) to give a score to the candidates. Gupta and Manning (2011) first proposed a task that defines scientific terms for 474 abstracts from the ACL anthology (Radev et al., 2013) into three aspects: domain, technique, and focus. They applied template-based bootstrapping on title and abstract of articles to tackle the problem. They used handcrafted dependency based features. Based on this study, (Tsai et al., 2013) improved the performance by introducing handdesigned features to the bootstrapping framework. Our system beats their systems in terms of recall for both aim and method concepts. Also, we worked on larger multi-domain dataset. CESS, and MATERIAL. They prepared an annotated dataset comprising of 500 papers from Material Science and Computer Science journals. Many systems (Ammar et al., 2017) (Tsujimura et al., 2017) solved the problem in a supervised manner. Top system (Ammar et al., 2017) modeled the problem as a sequence labeling problem. (Tsujimura et al., 2017) trained LSTM-ER on that dataset. However, these supervised systems require a large amount of training data, in the absence of which they tend to overfit. Our semi- There is also an ongoing work on constructing knowledge graph from the scientific literature. Sinha et al. (2015) builds a heterogeneous graph consisting of six types of entities: field of study, author, institution (the affiliation of the author), paper, venue (journal and conference series) and event. Ammar et al. (2018) focussed on constructing literature graph consisting of papers, authors, entities nodes and various interactions between them (e.g., authorship, citations, entity mentions). Luan et al. (2018) developed a unified framework for identifying entities, relations, and coreference clusters in scientific articles with shared span representations. They used supervised methods by creating a dataset which included annotations for scientific entities, their relations, and coreference clusters for 500 scientific abstracts from AI conferences proceedings. Our knowledge graph is more straightforward to build. Also, it is built upon the citation graph due to which it retains the vital citation information which is an integral part of the research community.
Conclusion
This work propose semi-supervised techniques for identifying Aim, Method and Result concepts from scientific articles. We show how these concepts can be introduced in the citation graph to graphically summarize the research community and the various applications of the graphical representation thus formed. We show the domain-independence of our approach as :-a) Seed features from one domain (physics, material science from SemEval dataset) were used to extract concepts for another domain (computer science papers from DBLP dataset), b) Meaningful results for two distinct communities as section 5. We also experimentally show the scalability of our approach and compared the results with the state-of-the-art.
